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A Three-dimensional Continuum Model of
Active Contraction in Single Cardiomyocytes
Alessio Gizzi, Ricardo Ruiz-Baier, Simone Rossi, Aymen Laadhari,
Christian Cherubini, and Simonetta Filippi

Abstract We investigate the interaction of intracellular calcium spatio-temporal
variations with the self-sustained contractions in cardiac myocytes. A 3D continuum mathematical model is presented based on a hyperelastic description of the
passive mechanical properties of the cell, combined with an active-strain framework to describe the active shortening of myocytes and its coupling with cytosolic
and sarcoplasmic calcium dynamics. Some numerical tests of combined boundary
conditions and ionic activations illustrate the ability of our model in reproducing
key experimentally established features. Potential applications of the study for predicting pathological subcellular mechanisms affecting e.g. cardiac repolarization are
discussed.

6.1 Introduction
Single cells respond to several endogenous and exogenous mechanical stimuli such
as stress, strain, strain-rate, strain energy, etc. [24], according to their internal structure. Active cardiac cells, the cardiomyocytes, contain myoﬁbrils bundles in which
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the subcellular contractile units, the sarcomeres, consist of thick and thin interacting
myoﬁlaments (myosin and actin proteins, respectively) that generate movement. In
the context of muscular tissues, several examples of muscle organizations have been
proposed [20,36,45] as the product of a full functional adaptation spanning from the
sarcomere length up to the muscle bundle [53].
The excitation-contraction mechanism in these media is usually coordinated by
an external electrical activation and propagated through specialized networks, the
Purkinje ﬁbers, to the whole tissue [29].
At the microscale, calcium ions (Ca2+ ) ﬂow through the cell membrane from the
extracellular matrix and are exchanged between the cytosol and sarcoplasmic reticulum thus regulating the interaction of the myoﬁlaments. This chemical process onsets
the shortening of the sarcomeres and drives the excitation-contraction coupling of
the whole cardiac cell. The Calcium-Induced Calcium Released (CICR) feedback,
in particular, originates in the excited state when the sarcolemma gets depolarized
inducing the inﬂux of extracellular calcium into the cardiomyocytes; the increase
of intracellular calcium induces more Ca2+ to be released from the sarcoplasmic
reticulum; cytosolic Ca2+ ions bind to troponin-C and activate the myoﬁlaments.
The process ends when the cell gets depolarized thus reducing the level of calcium
concentration via both outﬂow ﬂuxes and calcium sequestration in the sarcoplasmic
reticulum. Although the excitation-contraction mechanism and the CICR feedback
have major evidences both at the theoretical [56] and experimental [12] levels, the
full understanding of the exact interplay between the different processes involved is
still lacking. Nonetheless, these subcellular mechanisms play a key role in the overall cardiac function. Their understanding can therefore be of utmost importance and
interest for the study of many physiological and pathological conditions [2, 22].
Different systemic effects of cardiac mechano-electric interactions can be explored by studying the elastic properties of isolated cardiac myocytes [21,26,37,53].
Experimental evidences have shown that stress concentrations can often be recorded
at locations without visible ﬁbers deformations [10]. Such a phenomenon motivates
the hypothesis that stresses are induced by micro-structure remodeling acting on a
much smaller scale than the cell one and justiﬁes the choice of a contractility model
formulated at the continuum level. This allows to characterize a multiscale process
rather than the description of an ensemble of particles by assuming: (i) a sufﬁcient
level of calcium concentration without limiting the mechanical activation; (ii) a representative volume element (RVE) inside the cell can be identiﬁed; and (iii) a mechanical response can be observed from any direction.
In this contribution we provide a quantitative description of the behavior of a
single myocyte by proposing a complete chemo-active-mechanical model for threedimensional cell geometries under speciﬁed experimental conditions and in agreement with the current mechanobiology approach [58]. Ionic kinetics and voltagedependent equations at the cellular level are carefully considered [46]. Due to the
complexity of the problem at hand, we focus our numerical simulations on describing
the behavior of the principal calcium concentrations inside the cardiomyocyte and
their nonlinear interplay with the mechanical quantities. Speciﬁc applications in the
cardiovascular context analyzing boundary constraints, e.g. cell-cell and cell-matrix
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adhesion, are discussed in terms of a positive feedback loop towards the functional
organization and stress level on the cell membrane [21, 37].
The mathematical model here proposed is based on the active-strain approach [39,
51] in which the mechanical activation is formulated as a virtual multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into a passive elastic response and an active deformation contribution. The latter is directly coupled to a simpliﬁed nonlinear model of calcium dynamics [19, 54, 61]; this allows us to consider both
the anisotropic passive intracellular organization, i.e. the T-tubule system, and the
anisotropic active emerging cellular structures.
The generalized formulation is thermodynamically consistent [17, 50, 55] and allows the characterization of the interactions among ionic quantities, cellular mechanical properties and environmental effects. In particular, it explains the inﬂuence
of cell shape and boundary conditions on the onset of structural anisotropies and
stress concentrations. We address all of these requirements with the aid of ﬁniteelement-based simulations characterizing the feasibility and adequateness of employing a macroscopic description of the mechano-chemical behavior of a single
cell. Such a modeling strategy, moreover, is well suited to explain the complex relations between microscopic cell dynamics and macroscopic cardiac functions. Threedimensional simulations in this direction will be discussed. Our model is myocyte
bending-contraction dynamics and end terminals deformations.

6.2 Continuum Model for Single Cell Biomechanics
Let x represent the current position of a material particle of the myocyte Ωt , that occupied the position X in the natural stress-free conﬁguration Ω0 ⊂ R3 with boundary
Γ0 . Motion can be expressed in terms of the displacement vector ﬁeld d = x − X, and
as usual, we denote by F = ∇X x, C = FT F and B = FFT the deformation gradient
tensor and the right, left Cauchy-Green deformation tensors, respectively, where ∇
is the gradient with respect to material coordinates.
In a general form, the passive mechanical response of an isolated cell can be
described through a hyperelastic, anisotropic constitutive law derived from the one
proposed in [23] to model tissue properties, here written for a quasi-incompressible
material:
W (F) =


af 
a
[exp(b[I 1 − 3]) − 1] +
exp(b f [I 4, f − 1]2 ) − 1
2b
2b f
κ
+ [(J − 1)2 + (ln J)2 ],
4

(6.1)

where a is a shear modulus, κ a bulk modulus, a f , b, b f are experimentally ﬁtted in
order to recover the strain-stress relationships found in [61] employing a polynomial
strain energy function (see Fig. 6.1 and Table 6.1), and I 1 := J −2/3 tr(C), I 4, f :=
J −2/3 Ff0 · Ff0 , are isotropic and direction-dependent invariants. Here f0 is a unitary
direction vector in the reference conﬁguration representing the myoﬁbrils alignment.
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Table 6.1. Parameters for passive mechanical anisotropic response on a single cell

Transversely isotropic passive response
a = 3.2639 kPa

a f = 0.1354

b = 2.7492 kPa

b f = 5.4536

κ = 350 kPa

The governing equations of motion are set in the reference conﬁguration and are
endowed with Robin boundary conditions:

ρ∂tt d − ∇ · P = ρ b
Pν + αR d = d0

in Ω0 × (0, T ),
on Γ0 × (0, T ),

(6.2)

where b is a body force per unit mass, ν is the unit normal vector to the cell on Γ0 ,
d0 is a prescribed boundary load, αR is a Robin coefﬁcient, ρ is the referential mass
density, and the (ﬁrst Piola-Kirchhoff) stress tensor associated to (6.1) is speciﬁed
as


I1
P = a exp(b[I1 − 3])J −2/3 F − F−T
3


I1
+ 2a f (I4, f − 1) exp(b f [I4, f − 1]2 )J −2/3 Ff0 ⊗ f0 − F−T
3
κ 2
−T
+ J − J + ln J F .
2
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Fig. 6.1. Fitting of the transversely isotropic strain energy (6.1) with respect to the polya
nomial energy function proposed in [61]. Here W1 = 2b
[exp(b[I1 − 3]) − 1] and W4, f =

af 
2
2b f exp(b f [I4, f − 1] ) − 1 . The obtained parameters are displayed in Table 6.1
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6.3 Intracellular Ionic Dynamics
This section brieﬂy introduces the model equations of the phenomenological cardiac action potential propagation [6] and of the CICR calcium dynamics [19] for
deformable anisotropic media.

6.3.1 Minimal Model
The four-variable minimal phenomenological model for cardiac action potential
propagation [5] allows us to quantify the key parameters necessary to correctly reproduce the experimental restitution properties (see also [15]) within minimal levels
of computational requirements. Other effects can be recovered with signiﬁcantly
more complex ionic models [14]. Using the monodomain description for cardiac
electrophysiology, the model equations are given by:
Cm χm ∂t u = ∇ · (D∇u) − χm J f i + Jso + Jsi

∂t v =
∂t w =

in Ω0 × (0, T ),

[1 − H(u − θv )]v∞ − v/τv− − H(u − θv )v/τv+
[1 − H(u − θw )](w∞ − w)/τw− − H(u − θw )w/τw+

∂t s = 1 + tanh[ks (u − us )] /2τs − s/τs
(D∇u) · ν = 0

in Ω0 × (0, T ),
in Ω0 × (0, T ),
(6.3)
in Ω0 × (0, T ),
on Γ0 × (0, T ),

where Cm is the speciﬁc membrane capacitance per unit area, χm is the surfaceto-volume ratio of the cell, and D = F−1 diag(D f , Ds , Dn )F−T is a tensor of tissue
conductivities D f , Ds , Dn . The ionic density currents are deﬁned as
v
,
τfi
u − uo H(u − θw )
Jso = [1 − H(u − θw )]
+
,
τo
τso
J f i = −H(u − θv )(u − θv )(uu − u)

Jsi = −H(u − θw )

ws
,
τsi

and refer to a fast inward, J f i , a slow outward, Jso , and a slow inward, Jsi , ﬂux,
respectively. Other than ﬁxed time constants, the model is equipped by the following
voltage-dependent time constants
−
−
τv− (u) = [1 − H(u − θv− )]τv1
+ H(u − θv− )τv2
,
−
−
−
τw− (u) = τw1
+ (τw2
− τw1
){tanh(kw− [u − u−
w )] + 1}/2,
τso (u) = τso1 + (τso2 − τso1 ){tanh[kso (u − uso )] + 1}/2,
τs (u) = [1 − H(u − θw )]τs1 + H(u − θw )τs2 ,
τo (u) = [1 − H(u − θo )]τo1 + H(u − θo )τo2 .

Here H(·) is the Heaviside step function; u is the dimensionless membrane potential
rescaled to physical dimensions by using the map Vm = (85.7u − 84) mV ; v, w and s
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Table 6.2. Parameters for ionic activity according to the minimal and Goldbeter models (units
are given in ms, cm, mV , mS, μ F, g, kΩ −1 cm−1 )
Minimal model
uo = 0, uu = 1.55, θv = 0.3, θw = 0.13, θv− = 0.006, θo = 0.006,
−
−
−
−
+
+
τv+ = 1.4506, τv1
= 20, τv2
= 1150, τw1
= 120, τw2
= 300, τw1
= 120, τw2
= 140,
−
−
+
+
kw = 65, uw = 0.03, kw = 5.7, uw = 0.15, τ f i = 0.11 τo1 = 400, τo2 = 6,
τso1 = 30.0181, τso2 = 0.9957, kso = 2.0458, uso = 0.65, τs1 = 2.7342, τs2 = 16,
ks = 2.0994, us = 0.9087, τsi = 1.8875, τw∞ = 0.07, w∗∞ = 0.94,
D f = 1.33417721, Ds = 0.17606, Dn = 0.17606, Cm = 1, χm = 1400
Goldbeter model

α = 0.01, a = 0.496, ν1 = 1.58, ν2 = 16, ν3 = 91, ν4 = 2, ν5 = 1,
k2 = 4, k3 = 0.7481, D f = 60, Ds = 30, Dn = 30

are the three local gating variables, and the asymptotic values are given by



u
1, u < θv−
v∞ =
+ H(u − θo )w∗∞ .
, w∞ = [1 − H(u − θo )] 1 −
0, u ≥ θv−
τw∞
Model parameters are reported in Table 6.2.

6.3.2 Goldbeter Model
In experiments on skinned isolated ventricular myocytes, or when the sarcolemma
is hyper-permeable to calcium [3, 13], spontaneous contractile waves have been observed. These waves are related to slow calcium propagation (∼100 μ m/s) driven
by the spontaneous release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum [60]. While
these waves are not physiological (they do not develop during physiological pacing [6]), their occurrence during normal stimulation can be regarded as pathological
and may give rise to arrhythmic scenarios [62]. The study of intracellular calcium
wave propagation requires a model tuned to recover slow diffusion of [Ca2+ ], coupled to CICR, from channels sensitive to ryanodine release in the sarcoplasmic reticulum [57]. Here we focus on the following system of partial differential equations
governing simpliﬁed CICR dynamics [19]:

∂t wc = ∇ · (D∇wc ) + K(wc , ws )
∂t ws = L(wc , ws )
(D∇wc ) · ν = 0

in Ω0 × (0, T ),
in Ω0 × (0, T ),
on Γ0 × (0, T ),

(6.4)

where wc and ws represent the concentrations of cytosolic and sarcoplasmic calcium,
respectively. Only two calcium species are considered under the assumption that the
level of IP3 (responsible for the increase in the intracellular calcium concentration)
remains constant during external stimulation. Anisotropy of the cell is accounted by
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the form of the diffusion tensor D = JF−1 diag(D f , Ds , Dn )F−T , where D f , Ds , Dn
are diffusivities of cytosolic calcium in three orthogonal directions, and the reaction
terms are
K(wc , ws ) = ν1 −
L(wc , ws ) =

ν2 w2c
ν3 w4c w2s
− ν4 wc ,
+
2
k2 + wc (k3 + w2s )(k4 + w4c )

ν2 w2c
ν3 w4c w2s
− ν5 ws ,
−
2
k2 + wc (k3 + w2s )(k4 + w4c )

with ν1 representing an inﬂow ﬂux plus intracellular calcium pulses originated from
the asynchrony of calcium pools receptors, ν2 and ν3 accounting for low and high
levels of free cytosolic calcium ﬂux pumped from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, and ν4
modeling an efﬂux of calcium out of the cell following a chemical exchange process
(see also e.g. [61]). Model parameters are displayed in Table 6.2.

6.4 A Mathematical Model for Mechanical Activation
Our description follows the active strain approach [8,38,50], where the deformation
gradient is split into a passive and an active component, F = FP FA , implying that a
passive (say, purely elastic) intermediate conﬁguration exists between the reference
and the deformed one (see Fig. 6.2). Such a multiplicative decomposition of the
deformation gradient is typical in many constitutive theories in ﬁnite kinematics
(see e.g. [32, 42–44, 63]), and it has been shown to yield computational efﬁciency in
numerical applications.

Fig. 6.2. Schematic representation of the active strain framework leading to the decomposition of the deformation gradient into a pure active and an elastic (passive) factor. Here
Ω0 , ΩP , Ωt represent a body in its reference, incompatible intermediate, and deformed conﬁguration, respectively
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The tensor FA represents the intermediate motion and describes the active deformations of the cell. It can be written in the general form
FA = I + γf f0 ⊗ f0 + γs s0 ⊗ s0 + γn n0 ⊗ n0 ,
where γf , γs and γn are smooth scalar functions encoding the active shortening of the
cardiomyocytes and their corresponding thickening [25]. If we deﬁne CA = FAT FA ,
FP = FFA−1 , CP = FA−T CFA−1 , JA = det FA , JP = det FP , J = JP JA , then the strain
energy (6.1) can be rewritten in the intermediate conﬁguration ΩP , now in terms of
FP and as a function of the following quantities
P

I 1 := I 1 −

ψ1P :=

γl (γl + 2)
Fl0 · Fl0 ,
(γl + 1)2
l∈{ f ,s,n}

∑

a
P
exp(b[I 1 − 3]),
2

I 4, f := (1 + γf )−2 I 4, f ,
P

P

P

ψ4,P f := a f (I 4, f − 1) exp(b f [I 4, f − 1]2 ).

Even if the isolated myocyte is not a closed system in equilibrium, energy dissipation, achieved by means of internal state variables, allows us to derive an evolution law for the mechanical activation ﬁeld γ f . The multiplicative decomposition
of the deformation gradient suggests that the active deformation gradient tensor can
be regarded as the internal state variable describing mechanical activation [50]. In
practice we consider a free energy ψ additively decomposed as

ψ (FE , c) = ψ (F, FA , c) = ψP (F) + ψA (F, FA ) + ψC (c),
where c is a vector containing all the chemical species involved in the myocyte contraction. We suppose that there exists a microstructural stress PA yielding the microstructural stress power PA : ḞA . The active stress PA is a function of subcellular
chemical quantities encoded in the vector c. By means of the generalized dissipation
inequality, using the Coleman-Noll procedure we obtain




∂ ψP ∂ ψA
∂ ψA
∂ ψC
P−
−
: Ḟ + PA −
ċ ≥ 0.
: ḞA −
∂F
∂F
∂ FA
∂c
The quantity ∂∂ ψFA represents the conﬁgurational forces associated with FA . This reA
lation holds in particular for
P=

∂ ψP ∂ ψA
+
,
∂F
∂F

μA ḞA = PA (c) −
0≤

∂ ψC
· ċ.
∂c

∂ ψA
,
∂ FA
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We consider an orthotropic stress tensor incorporating an active contribution


I1P −T
κ
P −2/3
2
(1 + γ f ) F − g(γ f )Ff0 ⊗ f0 − F
− J 2 − J + ln J F−T
P = 2ψ 1 J
3
2

P
I4,
1
f −T
F
,
(6.5)
+ 2ψ4,P f
Ff
⊗
f
−
0
0
2
3
1+γf
γf +2
where g(γf ) = γf + γf (1+
. We consider the activation dynamics to be given as
γf )2
in [51] by the relation

∂t γf = β −1 PA − [2(1 + γf )I1 + g (γf )I4, f ]ψ1P −

2
I4, f ψ4,P f
(1 + γf )3

in Ω0 × (0, T ),

(6.6)
where PA is ﬁtted from data and β is a function of calcium concentration, provided by
either s from the minimal model, or wc from the Goldbeter model. For more details
we refer to [50, 51].
The ﬁnal set of equations describing the mechano-chemical coupling in a single
cell are given by the nonlinear elasticity problem (6.2) with ρ = 0 and P as in (6.5),
the activation dynamics (6.6), and the ionic activity governed by either (6.3) or (6.4).

6.5 Discretization and Numerical Examples
The spatial segregation of cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesions to individual myocyte
borders has important effects for the electromechanical coupling within the tissue
as well as for the onset of electrical arrhythmias [33]. Such adhesions consist of localized boundary conditions anchoring cells and tissues to the extracellular matrix.
From the biomechanical point of view, moreover, these specialized boundaries are
mechanosensitive and can act as tunable constraints locally modifying the stress concentration according to the cell function or modulating tissue organization as well.
Recently, cell membrane boundary condition effects on cardiomyopathies have been
experimentally characterized by increased ﬁbrosis and tissue stiffening [1, 18] via a
ﬁne characterization of the interaction between cells and stiff substrates. These complex feedbacks and focal adhesions, moreover, play an important role in the organization of cytoskeletal scaffolds, stabilizing the mechanical response of the myocyte,
their structure and function as well as their resulting contractile response [9, 21, 37].
In the following sections we present numerical examples in this direction by comparing different boundary conditions and activation processes on a realistic threedimensional myocyte geometry. Domain segmentation, mesh generation and FEM
implementation are described.

6.5.1 Geometry Segmentation and Mesh Generation
A three-dimensional computational domain was obtained with image segmentation
tools applied to a canine cardiomyocyte [4] (employing a Zeiss LSM-510 META
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Fig. 6.3. Cell geometry, subdomain partitions and tetrahedral mesh (left), and lateral, aerial,
back and front views of the constructed ﬁbers ﬁeld (right). In the text we mention “left” and
“right” ends of the cell referring to the endpoints at y = −1.7 μ m and y = 61.2 μ m, respectively

confocal microscope). The starting images were in a stress-free/strain-free conﬁguration and the cell has approximate dimensions of 15.3μ m × 62.9μ m × 8μ m. An
in-house code based on MATLAB and COMSOL Multiphysics interface was used
to discretize the surface geometry into an initial triangular mesh that merged the set
of confocal cell image slices. Such initial surface mesh exhibits several irregularities (e.g. holes, boundary edges, ﬂipped triangles and poor quality edges) which,
in particular, violate the correct cell shape. These issues were solved using Meshlab (meshlab.sourceforge.net): we removed self intersecting faces and non-manifold
faces, and we applied several local smoothing and remeshing steps in order to obtain
a well-resolved boundary. Additional mesh optimization (faces regularity and so on)
along with volumetric mesh generation was performed in Gmsh [16]. The ﬁnal mesh
consists of 77031 tetrahedral elements and 18191 vertices (see Fig. 6.3, left).
A preferred direction ﬁeld for the mechanical activation within the myocyte (here
denoted with f0 ) basically corresponds to the sarcomeres orientation (see e.g. [61]).
We generated such a direction ﬁeld using a general rule-based method detailed in
[50] for ﬁbers and sheets directions in ventricular tissue. The algorithm uses a Laplace-Dirichlet approach. Once boundaries patches on the “top” and “bottom” of
the cell are deﬁned, we solve a diffusion problem imposing homogeneous Dirichlet
conditions on these boundaries. The resulting preferred direction of anisotropy is
oriented according to the direction of diffusion gradient (see Fig. 6.3, right).

6.5.2 Finite Element Approximation
The equations of nonlinear elasticity and the reaction-diffusion systems for ionic activity and mechanical activation are discretized in space by P2 and P1 , respectively.
The solution of the coupling employs a modular approach, which allows us in particular to use different time steps for the elasticity and reaction-diffusion solvers.
All other nonlinearities are treated with a nonlinear Richardson method and the time
discretization of the coupled problem is as follows. An operator-splitting scheme is
employed for the solution of the electrophysiology (or alternatively calcium) equa-
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tions. The diffusion part is discretized in time using the implicit Euler method and
the system of equations is solved using the conjugate gradient method with an algebraic multigrid preconditioner using 4 levels computed by smoothed aggregation,
where the pre- and post-smoother at each level is two sweeps of Gauss-Seidel iteration, and at the coarse level we take two sweeps of the conjugate gradient method.
Further details can be found in [50].
Code implementation has been carried out in the framework of the open source
ﬁnite element library LifeV (www.lifev.org). All simulations were performed on
four cluster nodes with two Sandy Bridge processors (8 core, 2.2 GHz CPU) each,
representing a total of 64 CPUs using Inﬁniband QDR 2:1 connectivity (hpc.epﬂ.ch/
clusters/bellatrix).

6.5.3 Example 1: Single Cell Electromechanics
Under physiological conditions a single myocyte is excited almost instantaneously.
In fact, considering a conduction velocity of about 70 cm/s for the electrical signal,
a cell with an approximate length of 100 μ m is fully electrically activated in about
0.1 ms. In this way the subcellular contraction mechanism is initiated almost simultaneously in all regions of the cell. These circumstances allow us to test the proposed
activation model on simpliﬁed yet signiﬁcant cases. The monodomain equation describes the transmembrane potential and therefore cannot be applied in the whole
cell. On the other hand, by the considerations above, there is no need to consider electrical propagation. By solving the ionic model alone, we can extend the calcium-like
variable s in the whole intracellular space allowing the triggering of the mechanical
activation model and cellular contraction. In Fig. 6.4 (left) we recall the evolution
of the minimal model and the calcium-like variables. The gating variable s is used
in the activation model in place of intracellular calcium concentration, not available
in the minimal model. The computed evolution of the active strain is also shown in
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activation γf (right axis)
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Fig. 6.4. Examples 1 and 2: Dynamics of voltage, calcium concentration, and activation measured on a single point near the cell center, through time for the minimal and Goldbeter models
(left and right panels, respectively)
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Fig. 6.5. Example 1: Displacement ﬁeld and deformed domain for times t = 0, 20, 40, 80,
120, 180, 220, 240, 280 ms

Fig. 6.4 (left). Given the speciﬁc kinetics of species s, more prolonged with respect
to intracellular calcium concentration, the active strain γ f is able to represent cellular
contraction.
Since pure stress-free boundary conditions do not eliminate possible rigid motion,
we set Robin boundary conditions as in (6.2), with d0 = 0 and αR = 50 Pa/m on the
left and right ends of the cell, and we put αR = 10 Pa/m elsewhere in Γ0 . In this
way the cell shortens symmetrically by about 6% of its resting length as shown in
Fig. 6.5, in accordance with other cellular models [48, 64].

6.5.4 Example 2: Intracellular Calcium Transients
We now turn to the simulation of slow calcium waves inside the cell. Self-sustained
mechano-chemical interactions are initiated by a single cytosolic calcium spark near
the nucleus of the cell (as in e.g. [26,61]). The kinetics of a single point near the cell
center are plotted in Fig. 6.4 (right). We test Robin and Dirichlet boundary con-
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ditions simulating adhesion regions, or alternatively the contact with surrounding
myocytes. In Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 we observe the propagation of wc towards the extremities of the cell comparing the two sets of boundary conditions: the displacements
are constrained to Robin data on the whole boundary (Fig. 6.7) and ﬁxed to zero the
left end of the cell and stress-free elsewhere (Fig. 6.6). As predicted in our previous
2D tests (see [51]) we here observe cell bending in the ﬁrst case, whereas for spring

Fig. 6.6. Example 2: Snapshots of the propagation of cytosolic calcium and deformed domain
(left panels) and activation function γ f with displacement vectors (right panels) for times
t = 0.1, 0.5, 2.0, 4.0 s (from top to bottom) when the cell is ﬁxed on the left end
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Fig. 6.7. Example 2: Snapshots of the propagation of cytosolic calcium and deformed domain
(left panels) and activation function γ f with displacement vectors (right panels) for times
t = 0.1, 0.5, 2.0, 4.0 s (from top to bottom) for pure Robin boundary data

boundary data the contraction patterns are symmetric with respect to the cell center.
Movement with respect to the principal direction f0 and bending are expected in realistic scenarios [9]. Finally we compare our cases with the study reported in [28] in
terms of contractility patterns of the cell ends (see also [31]). Our results (for pure
Robin boundary data) show a reasonable qualitative agreement, considering that the
cell shapes do not coincide (see Fig. 6.8).
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Fig. 6.8. Example 2: Cell contraction dynamics measured by displacements on the left and
right ends of the myocyte (left and right panels, respectively) and comparison with respect to
experimental observations from [28]

6.6 Discussion
The mathematical model formulation of the mechano-chemical coupling in single
cardiomyocytes based on an active strain approach [51] has been analyzed and extended to realistic three-dimensional geometries. The proposed activation mechanism is consistent with a thermodynamic framework [55] entailing a nonlinear coupling among calcium dynamics and local stretches. The continuum approach adopted
is on the line of recent bio-chemo-mechanical models of single cells [10, 11, 49]
here formulated in terms of active-strain hyperelasticity. The model is capable to
reproduce the propagation of calcium waves and the corresponding spontaneous
contraction interacting within the cell [59], as well as the bending behavior, peculiar features of a three-dimensional structure. A ﬁnite element method is used
to discretize the model equations; a set of numerical experiments comparing twoand three-dimensional reconstructed cardiomyocyte geometries give evidence of the
main features of the model and its ability in predicting calcium propagation patterns and contractility in good agreement with experimental observations. Different
boundary conditions have been analyzed reproducing physiological constraints thus
analyzing the resulting stress patterns.
Limitations to the present study deal in particular with the correct treatment
of boundary conditions in order to obtain physiological displacements of the cell.
For the chemo-mechanic approach here discussed, numerical simulations show that
Robin boundary conditions are better suited to reproduce the experimental observations even though a ﬁner tuning of the Robin coefﬁcients would be necessary. In
this perspective an effective alternative would consider a level-set approach [31],
in which an Eulerian description of the ﬂuid-structure interaction problem considers
the extracellular ﬂuid interacting with the elastic cell via a ﬁctitious interface. A careful representation of the internal cell anisotropy is equally fundamental due to the
highly nonlinear coupling involved in the problem. In particular, intracellular micro-
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structures, i.e. intercalated discs, should be taken into account for a more accurate
geometric model. However, the lack of speciﬁc mechanical properties knowledge
requires the usage of simpliﬁed cellular models. Therefore, the mathematical problem here addressed represents a good compromise in terms of continuum mechanics
theory.
More realistic boundary conditions should be introduced also in terms of ionic
exchanges other than calcium, i.e. Na and K [46]. The speciﬁc role of gap junctions
and stretch-activated channel [52], discarded in the present study, can be addressed
extending the numerical simulations to patch of cardiac tissue in a full multiscale
approach characterized by a complete electromechanical coupling [66]. In this perspective, a more accurate modeling of the complex intracellular and extracellular calcium dynamics itself (Sodium-Calcium Exchanger and the NCX-NKA system [48])
would be considered for the analysis of rate-dependent effects, i.e. the positive forcefrequency staircase effects [26, 35].
Extending the present formulation upon the discussed limitations would give insights and simulation-based predictions both for physiological [41] and pathological
conditions [65] (failing myocardium conditions). We foresee the application of our
model in describing the intra- and inter-cellular organization and remodeling of the
myocyte structures during contraction [30] and the description of the diastolic calcium homeostasis as well [35]. Besides, our modeling approach can be extended
to nonlocal constitutive laws mimicking micro-structure cellular adaptation to the
external substrate [40]. It is tunable for cell biomechanics measurements tools and
could be used as a framework to design and interpret novel experimental settings. We
ﬁnally stress that the present model could be adopted as a building block in view of a
multiscale cardiac model integrating cell, tissue and organ levels. Particular interest
for the role of mechano-electric feedback in vulnerability to electric shocks [34] and
in tissue pinning phenomena associated with arrhythmias [7, 47] is implied.
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